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The Girl in the Steel Corset Kady Cross 2012-04-17 Finley, who has a beastly alter ego
inside of her, joins Duke Griffin's army of misfits to help stop the Machinist, the criminal
behind a series of automaton crimes, from carrying out a plan to kill Queen Victoria
during the Jubilee.
Promise of Wrath Steve McHugh 2016-11-08 A powerful sorcerer. A forgotten past.
Hellequin is back, and the end is near. A terrible storm is brewing in London, and
Nathan Garrett, the sorcerer known as Hellequin, is the only one who can stop it. But
his enemies have other plans. Harnessing the power of an ancient stone tablet, they
cast Nate and his allies into another realm, where a bloody conflict rages between
creatures twisted by magic. Meanwhile, with his friends' lives in danger, Nate must put
centuries of differences aside, and place his trust in one of his greatest foes. Time is
running out. Trapped and outnumbered, Nate must use all his wits and power to survive
and find his way home before his enemies start a war that could destroy everything he
holds close. Welcome to the penultimate chapter of the Hellequin Chronicles.
With Silent Screams Steve McHugh 2014-02-18 An old nemesis brings a new threat to
Nate Garrett who must find the connection between several murder victims, a madman,
and an alchemist in order to save his world.
The Iron Flower Laurie Forest 2018-09-18 The New York Times bestselling series!

Dark forces are on the rise in this sweeping sequel to The Black Witch by critically
acclaimed author Laurie Forest. Elloren Gardner and her friends were only seeking to
right a few wrongs when they rescued a Selkie and freed a military dragon. The last
thing they expected was to be thrust into a realm-wide underground resistance against
Gardnerian conquest. While the Resistance fights the harsh rulings of the Mage
Council, Gardnerian soldiers descend upon the University…led by none other than
Lukas Grey, now commander of the nearby military base. Though Elloren tries to keep
him at arm’s length, Lukas is determined to tie himself to her, convinced that she’s the
heir to the power of the Black Witch, a legacy that will decide the future of Erthia. As his
magic calls to her, Elloren finds it more and more difficult to believe she’s truly
powerless, as her uncle always claimed. Critics are raving about Laurie Forest’s
incredible debut, The Black Witch: “Forest uses a richly imagined magical world to offer
an uncompromising condemnation of prejudice and injustice.” —Booklist, starred
review “Exquisite character work, an elaborate mythology, and a spectacularly
rendered universe make this a noteworthy debut, which argues passionately against
fascism and xenophobia.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “This briskly paced,
tightly plotted novel enacts the transformative power of education, creating engaging
characters set in a rich alternative universe with a complicated history that can help us
better understand our own.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review Books in The Black
Witch Chronicles: The Black Witch The Iron Flower The Shadow Wand The Demon

Tide Wandfasted (ebook novella)* Light Mage (ebook novella)* * Also available in print
in The Rebel Mages anthology
Small Is the New Big Seth Godin 2006-08-17 As one of today’s most influential
business thinkers, Seth Godin helps his army of fans stay focused, stay connected, and
stay dissatisfied with the status quo, the ordinary, the boring. His books, blog posts,
magazine articles, and speeches have inspired countless entrepreneurs, marketing
people, innovators, and managers around the world. Now, for the first time, Godin has
collected the most provocative short pieces from his pioneering blog—ranked #70 by
Feedster (out of millions published) in worldwide readership. This book also includes
his most popular columns from Fast Company magazine, and several of the short ebooks he has written in the last few years. A sample: • Bon Jovi And The Pirates •
Christmas Card Spam • Clinging To Your Job Title? • How Much Would You Pay to Be
on Oprah’s Show? • The Persistence of Really Bad Ideas • The Seduction of “Good
Enough” • What Happens When It's All on Tape? • Would You Buy Life Insurance at a
Rock Concert? Small is the New Big is a huge bowl of inspiration that you can gobble in
one sitting or dip into at any time. As Godin writes in his introduction: “I guarantee that
you'll find some ideas that don’t work for you. But I’m certain that you're smart enough
to see the stuff you’ve always wanted to do, buried deep inside one of these riffs. And
I’m betting that once inspired, you’ll actually make something happen.”
Crimes Against Magic Steve McHugh 2013 How do you keep the people you care

about safe from enemies you can't remember? Ten years ago, Nate Garrett awoke on a
cold warehouse floor with no memory of his past and the only clues to his identity a
piece of paper with his name on it and a propensity toward magic. Now he's a powerful
sorcerer and a successful thief for hire, but it turns out that those who stole his
memories aren't done with him yet. When they cause a job to go bad, threatening a
sixteen-year-old girl, Nate swears to protect her. But with his enemies closing in and
the barrier holding back his memories beginning to crumble, Nate is forced to confront
his forgotten life in the hope of stopping an enemy he can't remember. Crimes Against
Magic is a dark, fast-paced urban fantasy torn between modern-day London and
fifteenth-century France.
The First Lie Diane Chamberlain 2013-06-04 An e-original short story that sets the
stage for bestselling author Diane Chamberlain's novel Necessary Lies (September
2013). The First Lie gives readers an early glimpse into the life of thirteen-year-old Ivy
Hart. It's 1958 in rural North Carolina, where Ivy lives with her grandmother and sister
on a tobacco farm. As tenant farmers, Ivy and her family don't have much freedom,
though she and her best friend, Henry, often sneak away in search of adventure...and
their truest selves. But life on the farm takes a turn when Ivy's teenage sister gives
birth—all the while maintaining her silence about the baby's father. Soon Ivy finds
herself navigating the space between adolescence and adulthood as she tries to
unravel a dark web of family secrets and make sense of her ever-evolving life in the

segregated South. Advance praise for Diane Chamberlain's Necessary Lies: "It will
steal your heart."—Katrina Kittle, author of The Blessings of the Animals "An emotional
powerhouse." —Mary Alice Monroe, New York Times bestselling author of Beach
House Memories "Enthralling...[it] transfixed me from the very first pages, and its vivid
and sympathetic characters haunted me long after the last."—Christina Schwarz, New
York Times bestselling author of Drowning Ruth
The Forgotten Realm Kenneth Robeson 1993 Doc Savage must pursue the X Man, an
insane man found wandering the ruins of a crumbling Roman fort and who has escaped
from Wyndmoor Asylum, bent on unleashing a cyclone of violence on modern-day New
York. Original.
The Red Harlequin - Book 1 of Masks and Chromes Roberto Ricci 2012-06-01 "Every
society honors its live conformists and its dead troublemakers." In an ancient world
divided by colors, where everyone wears masks, superstitions abound, and mysterious
creatures called the Harlequins exist... Here, a clever teen of the Black Chromes
named Asheva loses everything he's ever known and embarks on a treacherous and
exciting journey that takes him through the wild forests of the Black Nation to the vast
plains of Ayas, a Blue Chrome city of astounding beauty, where further danger lies. But
the journey will also result in an astounding truth, when Asheva ultimately discovers
that beneath the masks all Chromes wear, nothing is what it seems.
Sorcery Reborn Steve McHugh 2019-11-28 He doesn't need a weapon. He is the

weapon. After losing his powers in an epic battle between good and evil, former
sorcerer Nate Garrett finds himself living as a humble human in Clockwork, Oregon.
While the world thinks Nate is dead, his friends continue to fight against Avalon and the
evil it's intent on spreading. Avalon's forces turn up in Clockwork, and Nate's frustration
grows with every passing day his magic doesn't return. He finds himself trying to stop
Avalon's plans while hiding from enemies who would destroy everything in their path to
see him dead. Avalon's darkness begins to threaten the people Nate cares about, and
an old nemesis returns; magic or no magic, he has no choice but to fight. But will Nate
see his magical powers reborn before the entire town--and everyone he loves--is
destroyed?
T.A.Z. Hakim Bey 2003-01-01 'Who is Hakim Bey? I love him!' Timothy
Leary'Exquisite...' Allen Ginsberg'Hard-line dada/surrealism' Rudy Rucker'A Blake
angel on bad acid' Robert Anton Wilson'Scares the shit out of us' Church of the
SubGeniusThe underground cult bestseller! Essays that redefine the
psychogeographical nooks of autonomy. Recipes for poetic terror, anarcho -black
magic, post-situ psychotropic surgery, denunciations of spiritual addictions to vapid
infotainment cults -- this is the bastard classic, the watermark impressed upon our
minds. Where conscience informs praxis, and action infects consciousness, T.A.Z. is
beginning to worm its way into above-ground culture.This book offers inspired blasts of
writing, from slogans to historical essays, on the need to insert revolutionary happiness

into everyday life through poetic action, and celebrating the radical optimism present in
outlaw cultures. It should appeal to alternative thinkers and punks everywhere, as it
celebrates liberation, love and poetic living.The new edition contains the full text of
Chaos: The Broadsheets of Ontological Anarchism, the complete communiques and
flyers of the Association fo Ontological Anarchy, the long essay 'The Temporary
Autonomous Zone,' and a new preface by the author.'A literary masterpiece...'
Freedom'A linguistic romp...' Colin Wilson'Fascinating...' William Burroughs
Nevernight Jay Kristoff 2016-08-09 Nevernight is the first in an epic new fantasy series
from the New York Times bestselling author, Jay Kristoff. In a land where three suns
almost never set, a fledgling killer joins a school of assassins, seeking vengeance
against the powers who destroyed her family. Daughter of an executed traitor, Mia
Corvere is barely able to escape her father’s failed rebellion with her life. Alone and
friendless, she hides in a city built from the bones of a dead god, hunted by the Senate
and her father’s former comrades. But her gift for speaking with the shadows leads her
to the door of a retired killer, and a future she never imagined. Now, a sixteen year old
Mia is apprenticed to the deadliest flock of assassins in the entire Republic — the Red
Church. Treachery and trials await her with the Church’s halls, and to fail is to die. But if
she survives to initiation, Mia will be inducted among the chosen of the Lady of Blessed
Murder, and one step closer to the only thing she desires. Revenge.
Lies Ripped Open Steve McHugh 2015-08-25 Over a hundred years have passed since

a group of violent killers went on the rampage, murdering innocent victims for fun. But
even back then, sorcerer Nate Garrett, aka Hellequin, knew there was more to it than
simple savage pleasure--souls were being stolen. Nate's discovery of the souls' use,
and of those supporting the group's plan, made him question everything he believed.
Now the group Nate thought long dead is back. Violent, angry, and hell-bent on
revenge, they have Hellequin firmly in their sights. And if he won't come willingly, they'll
take those closest to him first. The battle begins again.
A Thunder of War Steve McHugh 2018-11-15 There's thunder on the horizon, and the
lightning of war is about to strike. After years of struggle, Layla Cassidy has finally
mastered the dark powers that threatened to control her and turned them to good.
She's ready to fight, but the next battle will be her greatest test yet. The forces of
Avalon are growing ever stronger, reinforcing their dominance with almighty displays of
brutality. When Abaddon comes close to crushing Layla and her friends, it's clear that
the thunder of war is about to give way to lightning--and that they have no chance of
surviving it alone. The final battle against Abaddon is drawing closer. Now Layla and
her friends must fight for themselves--and the future of the world. To win, they will need
every power and ally they can muster. But even with all their strength, will it be enough
to stand against the impending doom?
Dark Hearts Sharon Sala 2021-05-17 Become absorbed in the riveting conclusion New
York Times bestselling author Sharon Sala’s Secrets and Lies trilogy as twisted lies

refuse to stay buried. Betsy Jakes was having nightmares, nightmares that could solve
a decades-old mystery. And for someone in her small town, that meant she had to die.
When Sam Jakes returns home to help his brother solve their mother's murder, two
things shake him to the core. This crime is clearly the work of a serial killer who has
struck twice before. And…Lainey Pickett is still in town. The woman he walked away
from without an explanation years ago has just walked back into his life. She still holds
a grudge—and his heart. As Sam digs deeper into the murders and thirty-year-old
secrets begin to emerge, he finds himself racing against time not only to catch a killer
but to keep Lainey, the only woman he'll ever love, from falling victim, too. Previously
published. Read the Secrets and Lies Trilogy by Sharon Sala: Book One: Wild Hearts
Book Two: Cold Hearts Book Three: Dark Hearts
Frozen Rage Steve McHugh 2020-09-02 The Realm of Dreich is a getaway for the rich
and powerful, a medieval-inspired town in the middle of a vast frozen wilderness. Now
it's the site of a wedding, intended to join two feuding families who have spent centuries
in an uneasy truce with each other.When Tommy Carpenter asks his best friend, Nate
Garrett, to help him with the security of the wedding, Nate reluctantly agrees, knowing
that it will be a long weekend of work and, in all probability, treachery.It is only a matter
of time before members of each family are found murdered and it is up to Nate and
Tommy to find the killer before more bodies fall, potentially reigniting a war.
Voices Ursula K. Le Guin 2006 Young Memer takes on a pivotal role in freeing her war-

torn homeland from its oppressive captors.
These Three Remain Pamela Aidan 2007-01-02 This thrilling conclusion to the
Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy recounts the climactic events of Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice from its enigmatic hero’s point of view. One of the most beloved
romantic heroes in all of literature, Fitzwilliam Darcy remains an enigma even to Jane
Austen’s most devoted fans. But with this concluding volume in the Fitzwilliam Darcy,
Gentleman trilogy, novelist and Austen aficionada Pamela Aidan at last gives readers
the man in full. These Three Remain follows a humbled Darcy on the journey of selfdiscovery after Elizabeth Bennet’s rejection of his marriage proposal, in which he
endeavors to grow into the kind of gentleman he’s always dreamed of being. Happily, a
chance meeting with Elizabeth during a tour of his estate in Derbyshire offers Darcy a
new opportunity to press his suit, but his newfound strengths are put to the test by an
old nemesis, George Wickham. Vividly capturing the colorful historical and political
milieu of the Regency era, Aidan writes in a style evocative of her literary progenitor,
but with a wit and humor very much her own. While staying faithful to the people and
events in Austen’s original, she adds her own fascinating cast of characters, weaving a
rich tapestry out of Darcy’s past and present that will beguile his admirers anew.
The Late Age of Print Ted Striphas 2010-08 Here, the author assesses our modern
book culture by focusing on five key elements including the explosion of retail

bookstores like Barnes & Noble and Borders, and the formation of the Oprah Book Club.
Charmed and Dangerous Debbie Herbert 2016-01-19 New Adult Paranormal Romance
Apples and oranges, dogs and cats, everybody knows witches and immortals don't mix.
A young witch, Callie, returns home from exile after a traumatic Ouija board incident six
years earlier. She falls for classmate James MacLauren and struggles to keep her
magical abilities a secret from him. Then there's the even trickier problem that her
rogue warlock father and his coven will kill anyone who prevents Callie from joining
them in dark magic. Someone like James . . . But James has a secret of his own. He's
part of a hidden race of immortals living in the Appalachian hollows and the last thing
he needs in his life is a witch who could imprison him with a binding spell. But it will
take all of his superhuman physical strength, and all of Callie's extraordinary magical
skills, to survive when two covens and an army of immortals engage in battle. Should
they fail, they face either death or utter domination by the power of dark magic. **This is
a complete novel at approximately 76,000 words** It is the first book in the Appalachian
Magic Series. Book two in the series is CHANGELING, with more books releasing later
in the year.
The Apple Orchard Susan Wiggs 2015-02-24 Set to inherit half of Bella Vista apple
orchard along with a half-sister she's never met, Tess Delaney discovers a world filled
with the simple pleasures of food and family.
A Glimmer of Hope Steve McHugh 2018-09 From Steve McHugh, the bestselling

author of The Hellequin Chronicles, comes a new urban fantasy series packed with
mystery, action, and, above all, magic. Layla Cassidy has always wanted a normal life,
and the chance to put her father's brutal legacy behind her. And in her final year of
university she's finally found it. Or so she thinks. But when Layla accidentally activates
an ancient scroll, she is bestowed with an incredible, inhuman power. She plunges into
a dangerous new world, full of mythical creatures and menace--all while a group of
fanatics will stop at nothing to turn her abilities to their cause. To protect those she
loves most, Layla must take control of her new powers...before they destroy her. All is
not yet lost--there is a light shining, but Layla must survive long enough to see it.
The Code Breaker Walter Isaacson 2021-03-09 A Best Book of 2021 by Bloomberg
BusinessWeek, Time, and The Washington Post The bestselling author of Leonardo da
Vinci and Steve Jobs returns with a “compelling” (The Washington Post) account of
how Nobel Prize winner Jennifer Doudna and her colleagues launched a revolution that
will allow us to cure diseases, fend off viruses, and have healthier babies. When
Jennifer Doudna was in sixth grade, she came home one day to find that her dad had
left a paperback titled The Double Helix on her bed. She put it aside, thinking it was one
of those detective tales she loved. When she read it on a rainy Saturday, she
discovered she was right, in a way. As she sped through the pages, she became
enthralled by the intense drama behind the competition to discover the code of life.
Even though her high school counselor told her girls didn’t become scientists, she

decided she would. Driven by a passion to understand how nature works and to turn
discoveries into inventions, she would help to make what the book’s author, James
Watson, told her was the most important biological advance since his codiscovery of
the structure of DNA. She and her collaborators turned a curiosity of nature into an
invention that will transform the human race: an easy-to-use tool that can edit DNA.
Known as CRISPR, it opened a brave new world of medical miracles and moral
questions. The development of CRISPR and the race to create vaccines for
coronavirus will hasten our transition to the next great innovation revolution. The past
half-century has been a digital age, based on the microchip, computer, and internet.
Now we are entering a life-science revolution. Children who study digital coding will be
joined by those who study genetic code. Should we use our new evolution-hacking
powers to make us less susceptible to viruses? What a wonderful boon that would be!
And what about preventing depression? Hmmm…Should we allow parents, if they can
afford it, to enhance the height or muscles or IQ of their kids? After helping to discover
CRISPR, Doudna became a leader in wrestling with these moral issues and, with her
collaborator Emmanuelle Charpentier, won the Nobel Prize in 2020. Her story is an
“enthralling detective story” (Oprah Daily) that involves the most profound wonders of
nature, from the origins of life to the future of our species.
A Flicker of Steel Steve McHugh 2018 Avalon stands revealed, but the war is far from
over. For Layla Cassidy, it has only just begun. Thrust into a new world full of magic

and monsters, Layla has finally come to terms with her supernatural powers--and left
her old life behind. But her enemies are relentless. Sixteen months after her life
changed forever, Layla and her team are besieged during a rescue attempt gone awry
and must fight their way through to freedom. It turns out that Avalon has only grown
since their last encounter, adding fresh villains to its horde. Meanwhile, revelations
abound as Layla confronts twists and betrayals in her own life, with each new detail
adding to the shadow that looms over her. As Layla fights against the forces of evil, her
powers begin to increase--and she discovers more about the darkness that lies in her
past. As this same darkness threatens her future, will she be ready to fight for
everything she holds dear?
Scorched Shadows Steve McHugh 2017-12-19 In the final chapter of the Hellequin
Chronicles, secrets will be revealed, friendships tested, and destinies fulfilled. Avalon is
under siege. A shadowy cabal, headed by a mysterious figure known only as "My
Liege," has launched a series of deadly attacks across the globe, catching innocent
human bystanders in the crossfire. Emerging from the debris of battle, Nate Garrett, the
sixteen-hundred-year-old sorcerer also called Hellequin, and his friends must stop My
Liege once and for all. But powerful forces stand in their way. To save Avalon, they will
need to enlist the help of Mordred, once Nate's greatest nemesis, now his most
formidable ally. But Mordred is grappling with a dark prophecy that could spell Nate's
doom... The fate of the world hangs in the balance. Even if Nate can halt the war, will

there be anything left worth saving?
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1951 A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be
destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Return to Willow Lake Susan Wiggs 2013-02-26 #1 New York Times bestselling author
Susan Wiggs brings readers home to Avalon, a town nestled on the shores of Willow
Lake, in a heartbreaking and uplifting novel that explores the bonds of family and the
perils and rewards of love. Sonnet Romano has the ideal career, the ideal boyfriend,
and has just been offered a prestigious fellowship. But when she learns her mother is
unexpectedly expecting in a high-risk pregnancy, she puts everything on hold and
heads home to Avalon. Once her mom is out of danger, Sonnet intends to pick up her
life where she left off.But when her mother receives a devastating diagnosis, Sonnet
must decide what really matters in life, even if that means staying in Avalon and taking
a job that forces her to work alongside her biggest, and maybe her sweetest,
mistake—award-winning filmmaker Zach Alger. And in a summer of laughter and tears,
of old dreams and new possibilities, Sonnet may find the home of her heart. Don’t miss
a novel of sisters, friendship and the lush surroundings of Sonoma County... Susan
Wiggs’ The Apple Orchard. New York Times bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand calls it,
“…sweet, crisp and juicy.”
The Black Witch Laurie Forest 2017-05-02 The New York Times bestselling series!
“Maximum suspense, unusual magic—a whole new, thrilling approach to fantasy!”

—Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling author Powerful magic. A deadly
legacy. A world at the edge of war. Prepare to be spellbound by The Black Witch.
Elloren Gardner is the spitting image of her grandmother, who drove back the enemy
forces in the last Realm War. But while her people believe she will follow in her
grandmother's footsteps and become the next Black Witch of prophecy, Elloren is
devoid of power in a society that prizes magical ability above all else. When she is
granted the opportunity to pursue her dream of becoming an apothecary, Elloren joins
her brothers at Verpax University. But she soon realizes that the university may be the
most treacherous place of all for the granddaughter of the Black Witch. As evil looms
and the pressure to live up to her heritage builds, Elloren's best hope of survival may be
among a secret band of rebels…if only she can find the courage to trust those she’s
been taught to fear. Critics are raving about Laurie Forest’s incredible debut, The Black
Witch: “Forest uses a richly imagined magical world to offer an uncompromising
condemnation of prejudice and injustice.” —Booklist, starred review “Exquisite
character work, an elaborate mythology, and a spectacularly rendered universe make
this a noteworthy debut, which argues passionately against fascism and xenophobia.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review “Briskly paced, tightly plotted…set in a rich
alternative universe with a complicated history that can help us better understand our
own.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review Books in The Black Witch Chronicles: The
Black Witch The Iron Flower The Shadow Wand The Demon Tide Wandfasted (ebook

novella)* Light Mage (ebook novella)* * Also available in print in The Rebel Mages
anthology
Hearts at Stake Alyxandra Harvey 2018-11-20 The first novel in a YA fantasy romance
series featuring “vampires with bite and girls who bite back. A witty, exhilarating and
fresh take on an old tale” (Kelley Armstrong). On her sixteenth birthday, Solange Drake
is going to die . . . But that’s okay. As the only daughter ever born to an ancient vampire
dynasty, Solange’s sweet sixteen just means she will fully come into her own as an
immortal. Unfortunately, it also means a lot of people both dead and undead are now
watching her. Especially Kieran Black—a vengeful agent with an anti-vampire league
who blames Solange’s family for his father’s death. Luckily, Solange has her human
best friend, Lucy, who tries to help her have as normal a life as possible, despite her
overprotective brothers and the politics of the undead realm. But when Solange is
abducted by a power-hungry vampire queen, it will take all her friends—as well as the
daring and dangerous Kieran—to rescue her before she loses her eternal life . . . In this
“action-packed” (School Library Journal) story of love, loyalty, and blood ties, Alyxandra
Harvey kicks off a saga of thrills with a nail-biter—and a neck-biter—that will have
readers eager to devour the rest of the series. Hearts at Stake is the 1st book in the
Drake Chronicles, which also includes Blood Feud and Out for Blood.
The Chronicles of Newgate Arthur Griffiths 1884 Contains considerable information on

prison reform efforts.
Born of Hatred Steve McHugh 2013-09-17 Nathan Garrett is asked to help a friend find
a serial killer whose gruesome patterns reveal pure evil. Though Nate is powerful, he
fears he may be defeated until he remembers why his enemies will not triumph.
Any Given Doomsday Lori Handeland 2014-11-18 Preventing the Apocalypse, one
demon at a time . . . Elizabeth Phoenix, Liz to my friends, just an ex-cop whose psychic
abilities got her partner killed. Next thing I know, I’m fighting a supernatural battle
against the Nephilim, monsters of Biblical proportion, intent on bringing about
doomsday. If only I didn’t have to work with the one, the only man I’ve ever loved, halfvampire Jimmy Sanducci. That relationship did not end well and I haven’t forgotten, or
forgiven, him yet. With new powers I’m unable to control, I’m forced to beg help from
Sawyer, a powerful Navajo shapeshifter, a man who is sex in every form. As we spiral
toward Armageddon, I’m caught between two worlds and two men. Will I succeed in
saving us all, or will the world as we know it end?
The Hunt Chloe Neill 2017 From the New York Times bestselling author of the
Chicagoland Vampires Novels--the hunter becomes the hunted in a New Orleans
devastated by a Paranormal war.... When bounty hunter Liam Quinn discovered that
Claire Connolly was a Sensitive and infected with magic, he should have turned her in
to be locked up in the prison district known as Devil's Isle. Instead, he helped her learn
to control her power and introduced her to an underground group of Paranormals and

humans who know the truth about the war and those who fought it. Now the weight of
Liam's own secrets has forced him into hiding. When a government agent is killed and
Claire discovers that Liam is the prime suspect, she races to find him before the
government can. But she'll discover proving his innocence is no simple matter. Their
enemies are drawing closer, and time is running out....
Magic Study Maria V. Snyder 2020-08-10 Beyond Ixia, the roots of magic run deep…
After the discovery of her magical abilities leads to an execution order, Yelena has no
choice but to flee to Sitia, her long-lost birthplace. There, she has the chance to meet
the family she never knew. But Sitia is unfamiliar, and she’s treated with suspicion and
even hatred by the people she thought she could trust — including her own brother.
Then Yelena is given the chance to travel to Sitia’s capital. In the Citadel, she’ll have
the chance to hone her magical abilities under the tutelage of master magicians. As she
learns the laws of magic — Yelena also discovers those who will do anything to break
them. And when a rogue magician who targets young female victims emerges, Yelena
must put her life at risk to stop him. Will her newfound magic save Yelena — or will it be
her downfall? Previously published. The Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V Snyder
Book One: Poison Study Book Two: Magic Study Book Three: Fire Study Book Four:
Storm Glass Book Five: Sea Glass Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study
Book Eight: Night Study Book Nine: Dawn Study
The Blood Price Jonathan Evans 2009-10-13 Paul Wood and his girlfriend, Talena,

were just tourists in Sarajevo, a city still reeling from the aftermath of civil war. But an
unexpected encounter makes them a desperate woman's only hope of escape. Now, to
get her to safety, they must navigate through the minefield of warlords, criminals, and
peacekeepers that is postwar Bosnia. Pursued by brutal gangsters and unable to leave
the country legally, Paul agrees to do a job for a shadowy group of people smugglers in
exchange for safe passage. The smugglers seem friendly. The job seems harmless.
But when he discovers the secrets seething beneath, the repercussions will propel him
on a perilous journey around the world -- from a warlord's compound in lawless Albania,
through the jungles of Latin America, and toward an explosive confrontation at the
extraordinary Burning Man festival in the Nevada desert.
Wild Hearts (Secrets and Lies, Book 1) Sharon Sala 2015-04-01 www.SharonSala.net
Past Sins Cast a Long Shadow
Prison of Hope Steve McHugh 2015-04-14 Long ago, Olympian gods imprisoned the
demon Pandora in a human—Hope—creating a creature whose only purpose was
chaos and death. Remorseful, the gods locked Pandora away in Tartarus, ruled by
Hades. Now, centuries later, Pandora escapes. Nate Garrett, a 1,600-year-old sorcerer,
is sent to recapture her and discovers her plan to disrupt the 1936 Berlin Olympic
Games, killing thousands in a misplaced quest for vengeance. Fast forward to modernday Berlin, where Nate has agreed to act as guardian on a school trip to Germany to
visit Hades at the entrance to Tartarus. When Titan King Cronus becomes the second

ever to escape Tartarus, Nate is forced to track him down and bring him back, to avert
a civil war between those who would use his escape to gain power. Prison of Hope is
the fourth book in the highly acclaimed and action-packed dark urban fantasy series,
the Hellequin Chronicles.
From Blood and Ash Jennifer L. Armentrout 2021-05-25 Captivating and action-packed,
From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of
Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A Maiden... Chosen from birth to usher in a new
era, Poppy's life has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be
touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be spoken to. Never to experience
pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would rather be with the guards,
fighting back the evil that took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the
gods. But the choice has never been hers. A Duty... The entire kingdom's future rests
on Poppy's shoulders, something she's not even quite sure she wants for herself.
Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a goldeneyed guard honor bound to ensure her Ascension, enters her life, destiny and duty
become tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger, makes her question
everything she believes in, and tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom... Forsaken
by the gods and feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is rising once more, determined to
take back what they believe is theirs through violence and vengeance. And as the
shadow of those cursed draws closer, the line between what is forbidden and what is

right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the verge of losing her heart and being
found unworthy by the gods, but also her life when every blood-soaked thread that
holds her world together begins to unravel.
The Devil's Revolver V. S. McGrath 2017-09-05 She is Hettie Alabama — unlikely,
scarred, single-minded, and blood bound to a revolver forged by a demon. The first
book in an epic, magic-clad series featuring the Wild West reimagined as a
crosscultural stereoscope of interdimensional magic and hardship, The Devil’s Revolver
opens with a shooting competition and takes off across the landscape after a brutal
double murder and kidnapping — to which revenge is the only answer. Hettie Alabama,
only seventeen years old, leads her crew of underdogs with her father’s cursed
revolver, magicked to take a year off her life each time she fires it. It’s no way for a
ranch girl to grow up, but grow up she does, her scars and determination to rescue her
vulnerable younger sister deepening with every year of life she loses. A sweeping and
high-stakes saga that gilds familiar Western adventure with powerful magic and
panoramic fantasy, The Devil’s Revolver is the last word and the blackest hat in the
Weird West.
Lies Beneath Anne Greenwood Brown 2013-03-12 As the only brother in a family of
mermaids living in Lake Superior, Calder White is expected to seduce Lily, the daughter
of the man believed to have killed the mermaids' mother, but he begins to fall in love

with her just as Lily starts to suspect that the legends about the lake are true. Reprint.
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